28th September 2017
Run Number 356
Wirral Hundred, 45 Noctorum Way, Birkenhead, Prenton CH43 9JF
The Pack. Sticky Rice (Hare), FCUK, Eccles, Snoozanne, Carthief, Cleopatra, Virgin on the
Ridiculous.
Meeting up in the pub and 7PM approached without a Hare. A quick recce outside and found the
problem. The Hare was glued to her bicycle (figuratively at any rate).
The Hash Flash (courtesy of VR)

The Hare led the way to the first blob and announced that there were no Checks. There were
checks but in the rain she had not bothered to create the circle (is that a Virtual Check?)

All previous Sticky Rice Trails had led uphill but after checking it out trail was called along her
normal On Inn route down Townfield Lane.
As we normally now rely on downloaded trails from smart phones I only took one photo of a road
name so the route will be more woollely described than usual.

I have a feeling that VR was on a different run to me because she took these photos

And I never saw any of them.
There was an interesting diversion over a major road on pedestrian overpasses with FCUK
somehow finding the ON INN and having to be called back.

We crossed the M53 at one point and then back onto Landican Lane and back under the M53 via
the Third Man tunnel.

You can tell which is which from the clothing.
The Hare never left the saddle

Cleopatra spotted but failed to identify this

Back at the start there was a dash for the Takeaways and silence reigned for a while

with cakes being supplied

Once sated the Pack turned to the important business.
Atonement of the Sins
The hare for a flummoxing trail on ground some of us thought would be familiar for reacquainting
MTH3 with shiggy after a long absence and for a re-run of the most memorable scene from The
Third Man as we ran under the motorway.
Eccles for watering the trail.
Snoozanne for hearing and listening to various parts of her anatomy after and during the run Knee and stomach!
FCUK for discovering the ON INN halfway though.

